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Why it Matters?Why it Matters?
With the ubiquity of smartphones nowadays, we cannot deny the
immense impact of social media and how it drives and affects
consumer behavior. That is why brands, both big and small, are
turning towards digital platforms to capture their audience's
attention. But simply having an online presence isn't enough —
brands + businesses need to build a community, be consistent,
and have insights of their consumers’ online behavior, in order to
use that data to implement into an effective strategy to increase
revenue for their business. 

This is where social media managers and reports come into play
for you and your business. 

MissionMission
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Our mission is to help you get out of your own way. Hiring
someone to handle your social media allows you to free up your
time so that you can focus on things in your business that you
can't hand off to someone else. 

Our ultimate mission is to give you the gift of time back. 

@OURMINDFULMARKETING
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SummarySummary
Our services have been created and customized to benefit our
clients to bring them the most value possible. 

This service is designed to benefit the individual who understands
the value of establishing and maintaining a consistent social
media presence, however, simply does not have the time to do so
on their own 

Please have a read through, and if you are interested in more
information, moving forward or scheduling a call, please contact
Adriana at hello@ourmindfulmarketing.com

What to ExpectWhat to Expect
We are transparent with our clients, therefore, we will not promise
you 10k followers or any unrealistic goal that is nearly impossible
to meet. 

What we will promise you is a dedicated social media manager
(our Chief Creative Officer, Adriana)  that will manage and
maintain your social media presence, because we understand the
value of social media for your business, as well as monthly
scheduled video calls to discuss updates (if preferred), and a
monthly social media report.

prices vary dependent on what is included in customized package

@OURMINDFULMARKETING
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GoalsGoals
An effective social media strategy, wherein which client is seen as
credible and as an authority leader in their industry, while having
brand-focused, cohesive content that converts.

Content CreationContent Creation
Content is batch created weekly

Content will be created and repurposed throughout
chosen platforms

We choose one day per week (typically Sunday) to
batch create all content

therefore, we will require you to send any and all
content that you would like to have posted one
week in advance  (if you are providing content)

Specified days/time TBD

Adriana is available to travel to location to strategize,
batch record and create content 

this is only upon request

All travel expenses incurred will be invoiced separately
to client 

@OURMINDFULMARKETING
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DetailsDetails
2-hour initial strategy interview to understand and align
with business goals and understand clients’ personality
and their brand

A dedicated personal social media manager for four
potential platforms
Instagram, TikTok, Facebook and YouTube strategy
Create a consistent posting schedule 

Optimized bio on each platform
When you align your content creation, captions, and bio with
the words, phrases and topics that your ideal customer/client is
searching for, you have a much higher chance of appearing in
their search results 

Community Management (respond to up to 10 comments &
5 DM’s per day/per platform – excluding YouTube)

Engagement is a personal touch, and we believe that it is
important for you to be involved with your own community,
therefore, we minimize and limit our responses to
comments/DM’s to only FAQ’s
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Details Cont'd.Details Cont'd.
Creation of Instagram highlights to provide important
information for SM visitors

Instagram highlights are an ideal space for businesses to
include information such as FAQ’s, testimonials/reviews, and
information for products/services 

Engagement hour – once a week 
Research on other accounts
Accounts within niche – building authority and credibility within
industry 
Finding ideal audience

Location and tags
Increase chances of being discovered

Effective captions
Including a hook, body and a CTA (call-to-action)

ALT text for each post (SEO for Instagram)
Makes content more inclusive to the visually impaired
Optimizes content for search results 
Increases the discoverability of your page in search results
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Details Cont'd.Details Cont'd.
Hashtag research and implementation 

Niche hashtags: to increase chances of being discovered
Alternating hashtag sets 

A cohesive feed across all platforms
Brand colors, fonts, logo, handle, website, tone of voice
and overall aesthetic
Content pillars

Post to Instagram stories 5 days a week
Instagram stories are a great way to humanize yourself
and your brand 
IG stories allow your audience to get to know, like and
trust you (people buy from people they trust)

Utilize promotional features including Facebook Ads 
This is optional
*we will create content; client is responsible for
choosing desired plan to purchase and fees incurred*

Monthly 1-hour scheduled Zoom meeting with Adriana
This is optional

A monthly progress report 
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What to ConsiderWhat to Consider

Volume of posts – the number of times you expect to have
someone post to your feed, stories, TikTok, etc.,
Branding Package - Logo, Typography, Hex Codes, Copy, etc.,
Content - who do you expect to provide content, take pictures,
etc.,

additional fees apply if content is created through OMM

Here are some things that you will want to start to consider
including, what metrics and platforms matter most to you. 

Below are some examples:

Digital PlatformsDigital Platforms

Instagram
TikTok
Facebook
Pinterest
YouTube

Consider which digital platforms you would like to have a
presence on including:
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if you are interested in more information, moving forward or scheduling a
call, please contact Adriana at hello@ourmindfulmarketing.com
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